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ABSTRACT

EffectanceÐthe basic positive experience of causing effectsÐprovides

a promising explanation for the enjoyment derived from novel low-

challenge game genres featuring ample ‘juicy’ feedback. To date,

game researchers have studied effectance using a little-validated

11-item scale developed by Klimmt, Hartmann, and Frey. To test its

dimensionality and discriminant validity, we conducted an online

survey (n = 467) asking people to report on effectance and related

experiences in a recent play session. Confirmatory and exploratory

factor analyses show poor fit with a unidimensional factor struc-

ture and poor discriminant validity with common enjoyment and

mastery/competence measures, likely due to reverse-coded items

and a separable input lag factor. We discuss further possible validity

issues like questionable content validity, advise against using the

scale in its present form, and close with recommendations for future

scale development and use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A truism of games research is that in gameplay, players tackle

non-trivial challenges for the experience of competence and at-

tentive absorption. This truism is challenged by games in highly
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popular emerging genres like idle and hyper-casual games such as

Clicker Heroes, in which players repetitively perform trivial tasks

like clicking a stationary figure [1, 7]. These offer little immediately

discernible challenge or difficulty curve, which standard theories

(like flow of self-determination theory) would predict are required

for optimally engaging and enjoyable gameplay [5, 42]. While play-

ers can and do seek self-devised challenges in casual and idle games

[1, 16], we also know that many players of these games do not [7].

This raises the question what makes such ‘low-challenge’ games

enjoyable and engaging.

One possible answer is effectance, a supposed basic positive ex-

perience and motivation to cause change in the world [17, 46]:

exploding barrels with a single click or triggering fireworks of jew-

els and coins with a swipe make for a positive player experience,

regardless of whether this demonstrates ability or demands atten-

tion. Casual and hyper-casual games are known to feature ample

juicy feedback: łexcessive positive feedbackž [16, p. 45] on every

input that arguably amplifies such experiences of causing effects.

While researchers have recently offered more differentiated mod-

els of juiciness as an aspect of game feel [13], they still recognise

exaggeration of reactions to actions as a key factor of juiciness.

Thus, effectance provides one plausible candidate explanation for

the appeal of idle and hyper-casual games that are low in challenge,

but rich in ‘juicy’ feedback.

Experimentally testing this explanation requires a way of mea-

suring effectance at a situational, moment-to-moment state level.

To our knowledge, the only such measurement is the effectance

scale developed by Klimmt, Hartmann, and Frey for video game

play, first published in 2007, which features 11 self-report items like

łthe game responded immediately to my inputsž (see Table 1) [19].

Games researchers have since used the scale to assess self-efficacy

in games [41], player agency when engaging with game AI [8],

interactivity in VR games [38], and have adapted it to measure

effectance experiences of live-streaming audiences when directly

or indirectly impacting on-stream content [4, 45]. The scale has

found particular application among games researchers studying

interactive digital narratives (IDN), where Klimmt and colleagues

[21] posited effectance as a key mediator between antecedent fea-

tures (like usability and believability) and consequent experiences

(like curiosity, suspense, or surprise; see also [31]). Based on this,

Vermeulen and colleagues [44] developed a measurement battery

for the user experience of IDNs, which includes effectance as a
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Figure 1: Screenshots of the three games in the gameplay condition. Left: Getting Ogre it, Center: Fireboy andWatergirl, Right:

Jewels FRVR.

construct, measured by the 11-item effectance scale. A number of

studies have since used this battery to test the impact of different

user roles [33], replay [32], or watching versus playing [30] on IDN

experiences.

Despite its sustained use, the 11-item effectance scale has not

been substantively validated. Klimmt et al. [19] reported a Cron-

bach’s 𝛼 = .89 (n = 500), with Vermeulen et al. [44] later reporting

𝛼 =.89 (n = 80), indicating sufficient internal consistency for basic

research [28, p. 264-265]. However, research shows that internal

consistency is not sufficient evidence of validity, as (among other

reasons) it is positively related to the length of the scale, and high

values do not necessarily indicate that the items are unidimensional

[37, 39].

We therefore conducted an online survey (n = 467) asking people

to report on effectance and related play experiences in a recent

play session to assess scale dimensionality and discriminant va-

lidity. We found poor fit with a unidimensional factor structure

and high correlations with competence and enjoyment measures.

Exploratory factor analyses suggest a hard to interpret two-factor

structure, even when discounting problematic reverse-coded items

(i.e., negatively-worded items). We conclude that we cannot uncon-

ditionally recommend using the current 11-item effectance scale

and propose a smaller 4-item subset for future scale development

and validation work.

2 BACKGROUND

The construct of effectance was introduced to games research by

Christoph Klimmt [17, 20]. Klimmt posits that entertainment ex-

periences in video game play arise from multiple synergistic psy-

chological processes operating at different temporal and structural

scales. At the molecular level of moment-to-moment input-output

loops, players can experience enjoyable effectance, the basic sen-

sation of our actions causing change in the world: this experience

is found most purely in the łjoy in being a causež (Groos in [46, p.

316]) of children’s sensorimotor play, like jumping into puddles or

popping bubble-wrap.

Video games afford such effectance through their interactivity,

specifically the temporal contiguity and disproportionality of in-

put/output. That is, feedback is immediate and out-sized relative to

the player action [17, p. 76-81] ś what researchers and developers

have called łjuicinessž [13, 16].

Klimmt (and others after him) see effectance as a component

of agency experiences [20, 31], and directly linked to self-efficacy,

defined as łpeople’s beliefs about their capabilities to produce des-

ignated levels of performance that exercise influence over events

that affect their livesž [2, p. 2]. For these scholars, self-efficacy is

the learned expectation of personal effectance, built up through

repeated actual effectance experiences [18, 41].

As noted, Klimmt distinguishes effectance from control [9] or

competence as conceptualised in e.g. self-determination theory [35].

While effectance is concerned with the moment-to-moment joy of

causing effects, which might even be unplanned, control or com-

petence arise at the molar, episode-to-episode level of deliberately

setting, pursuing, and attaining goals [17, p. 81-95]: observing goal

attainment leads players to ascribe capability to themselves, which

is positively experienced and satisfies the need for competence.

Practically, effectance and competence often go hand in hand.

Klimmt traces his conception back to White’s [46] seminal paper

that introduced łeffectancež in psychology. For White, effectance

is an intrinsic need driving łcompetencež as a developmental out-

come: in play, humans and animals immediately seek and expe-

rience the positive satisfaction of a łfeeling of efficacyž [46, p.

322] through cycles of focused exploratory behaviour which fu-

els learning: the build-up of increasing competence to effectively

engage the world. Importantly, where Klimmt conceptualises ef-

fectance and competence as distinct motives among many others,

White posited effectance as the single umbrella intrinsic motiva-

tion, while self-determination theoryÐitself expressly building on

WhiteÐsubsumes effectance as an aspect of competence [35, p.

11,95].

3 METHOD

To facilitate the rigorous measurement of effectance, we therefore

conducted a validation study of Klimmt et al.’s 11-item scale [19].

Our study received ethical approval from Purdue University (IRB

#1809020998). The data, analysis code, and study materials can be

found at https://osf.io/6gmw2/.
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Table 1: Items in the re-translated Effectance in Games Scale

Item Wording

1 The game responded immediately to my inputs.

2 My inputs had little impact on what happened in the game. (R)

3 It seemed to me that the game does whatever it wants. (R)

4 The game responded sluggishly to my inputs. (R)

5 What happened in the game was controlled by me.

6 Sometimes I couldn’t tell whether an event was triggered by me, or whether something else caused it. (R)

7 I had the feeling that my inputs directly impacted what was displayed on the screen.

8 In part, my inputs had no noticeable impact on what happened in the game. (R)

9 It was clear which events I triggered through my inputs.

10 My inputs were executed in the game without delay.

11 The results of my inputs were clearly recognisable.

(R) indicates reverse-scored items. Bolded items (5, 7, 9, 11) are proposed for future exploration on measuring

effectance experiences after gameplay.

3.1 Procedure

We chose a sample size to provide 90% power to detect measure-

ment invariance of ΔRMSEA ≥ .007 [26], which yielded a minimum

sample of 470. We recruited participants using Prolific.co in June

2021, screening for people who list video games as an activity they

engage in with no restriction on self-reported time spent gaming.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions:

gameplay and recall. While recalled recent play experiences is a

common data source for scale validation in games research (e.g.[6]),

as they provide a great and ecological valid variety of play expe-

riences, they are also less controlled and face common memory

biases. We therefore chose to combine recall data with data from

players who were instructed to play a game just before answering

the survey.

In this latter gameplay condition, participants were randomized

to play one of three browser-based games for 4 minutes (Figure 1):

Getting Ogre It, a riff on the game Getting Over It with Bennett

Foddy featuring intentionally difficult controls for maneuvering

a character across obstacles,1 Fireboy and Watergirl, a simple 2D

puzzle platformer,2 and Jewels FRVR, a very "juicy" Match 3 puzzle

game.3 We chose these three games to create variance in the data

that would plausibly discriminate between the different constructs

we compared: Jewels FRVR should be high on effectance but not

mastery (as it features little challenge, but a large amount audiovi-

sual feedback such as tiles exploding and encouragement from the

announcer when a match is made). Fireboy and Watergirl should

be higher on mastery and curiosity (featuring interesting and chal-

lenging puzzles), but lower on effectance as it features less juicy

and frequent feedback on actuating game controls. Getting Ogre

It we expected to be lower in effectance and mastery (due to its

difficult controls) but higher in curiosity (due to novel gameplay

and interesting obstacles).

In the recall condition, participantswere given the prompt łPlease

take a moment to think carefully about the most recent time you

played a video game. What happened in the game? How did you

1https://jul2040.itch.io/gettingogreit
2https://www.coolmathgames.com/0-fireboy-and-water-girl-in-the-forest-temple
3https://games.crazygames.com/en_US/jewels-frvr/index.html

feel while playing it?ž In either condition, after playing or seeing

the prompt, participants proceeded to the questionnaire, and were

instructed to complete the items with reference to the game they

just played or the game experience they had recalled, respectively.

3.2 Measures

Effectance was measured with the 11-item scale developed by

Klimmt et al. [19], which its authors provided us in German (the

language of their study) and an English translation. As we found

some issues with the provided translation, we first re-translated

the German items into English using the Translate, Review, Adju-

dicate, Pretest, and Document (TRAPD) procedure [10, 11]. Two

researchers, both native German speakers and native-level English

speakers, independently translated the items into English. Two

separate researchers, one native German-speaking and one native

English-speaking, then reviewed the two candidate translations

and adjudicated between them.

We then ran a cognitive pretest with the resultant items. Three

participants, each having just played one of the aforementioned

three games, completed the scale while thinking aloud and were

then asked how intelligible, comprehensive, and long they found

the scale. Participants did not raise any significant issues with

comprehension, but did flag minor concerns about redundant items.

The final wording of each item can be found in Table 1.

In addition to effectance, we measured three constructs that

following White [46] should be part of effectance, and following

Klimmt [20] should be distinct from effectance, which makes them

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Gameplay (n = 237) Recall (n = 230)

Median Mean SD Median Mean SD

Age 22.00 24.00 6.03 23.00 24.26 5.59

Effectance 5.27 5.14 1.20 5.73 5.65 0.90

Mastery 4.67 4.32 1.65 5.67 5.44 1.15

Curiosity 5.33 4.88 1.65 5.67 5.36 1.40

Enjoyment 5.29 4.94 1.62 5.86 5.79 0.94
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Table 3: Item Loadings in the Exploratory Factor Analysis

Gameplay Recall Combined

Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniq. Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniq. Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniq.

eff1 0.967 0.170 0.814 0.372 1.030 0.169

eff2r 0.679 0.583 0.695 0.558 0.675 0.593

eff3r 0.743 0.528 0.492 0.745 0.690 0.598

eff4r 0.663 0.485 0.603 0.518 0.550 0.557

eff5 0.805 0.322 0.852 0.525 0.655

eff6r 0.794 0.498 0.743 0.693 0.604

eff7 0.535 0.488 0.721 0.534 0.424 0.346 0.516

eff8r 0.481 0.768 0.807 0.471 0.548 0.712

eff9 0.583 0.469 0.698 0.516 0.428 0.502

eff10 0.953 0.243 0.617 0.590 0.930 0.337

eff11 0.534 0.429 0.683 0.481 0.463 0.365 0.440

Applied rotation method is promax. Uniq. = uniqueness. Labels in the first column correspond with

item numbers in Table 1.

suitable for testing discriminant validity: mastery, curiosity, and

enjoyment. We operationalized mastery and curiosity using their

respective subscales from the Player Experience Inventory (PXI)

[43], and enjoyment with the interest/enjoyment subscale of the

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [34]. The PXI is a notably well-

validated and comprehensive player experience instrument [43].

Specifically, its łmasteryž subscale shows a strong correlation with

the Player Experience of Need Satisfaction [PENS; 36] łcompetencež

subscale, arguably the most frequently used scale for measuring

game-related competence [27], but avoids documented issues with

the factor structure of PENS [15]. We used the interest/enjoyment

IMI subscale as it is well-validated [e.g., 25] and presently among

the most frequently direct enjoyment measures in games research

[27].

While all three scales originally use a 7-pt Likert scale, the PXI

ranges from -3 (łstrongly disagreež) to 3 (žstrongly agreež), and the

effectance measure did not specify anchors. To ensure a standard

response format across scales, we used the anchors from the IMI.

Thus, all items are measured on 7-pt Likert scale from 1 (łnot at all

truež) to 7 (łcompletely truež).

3.3 Participants

A total of 470 participants completed the survey. Three participants

were removed due to technical problems with the embedded game.

We identified an additional 13 participants as possibly untrustwor-

thy because they selected the same response 10 times or more in a

row. However, when we manually inspected their responses, we

found that the majority responded attentively to reverse-coded

items. Also, including or excluding these participants did not mean-

ingfully change the results. Therefore, we report analyses based on

all 467 completed surveys. On average, the survey took 8.6 minutes

for the gameplay group and 4.5 minutes for the recall group to

complete. Participants in the gameplay condition were paid £1.10,

and those in the recall condition £0.55. Descriptive statistics for the

measures are shown in Table 2.

4 RESULTS

Given that there was a clear intended one-factor structure, we began

by calculating reliability among the 11 effectance items, which was

high (McDonald’s 𝜔ℎ = .85, 95%𝐶𝐼 [.81, .88], Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .87).

We then proceeded to conduct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)

of the 11 effectance items. We intentionally ran a range of common

fit indices, namely 𝜒2, CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR.

Whilewe did not pre-specify cut-off values for fit indices, the CFA

results indicated poor fit to the data (𝜒2 [44 df] = 394.008, 𝑝 < .001,

CFI = .763, RMSEA = .131 90% CI [.121, .141], SRMR = .092): all four

indices were considerably worse than commonly-used heuristics

for adequate fit [14]. This indicates that a one-factor model does

not fit the data.

A common source of model misfit are reverse-coded items, which

often correlate with each other and thus introduce multidimension-

ality [12]. To explore this possibility, we fitted a CFA model with an

added factor accounting for covariation among the 5 reverse-scored

items. Model fit was significantly improved, but still remained over-

all poor (𝜒2 [39 df] = 288.406, 𝑝 < .001, CFI = .831, RMSEA = .118

90% CI [.107, .129], SRMR = .073).

To understand possible reasons for the poor fit, we followed up

with an exploratory factor analysis using promax. Parallel analysis

selected a two-factor solution (Table 3), with 3 items loading solely

onto the first factor, 6 items loading solely onto a second factor, and

two cross-loading items (items that loaded onto both factors ≥ .32,

following [40]).

The two factors that emerged were not easily interpretable. We

therefore decided to separate the recall and gameplay conditions

and run an EFA on each to assess differences between them. Anal-

ysis selected two-factor solutions for each of the subgroups. In

the gameplay group, three items loaded onto a separate factor one

could interpret as input lag, as all of them refer to the speed with

which a game responds to player inputs (items 1, 4, 10). In the recall

group, the second factor consists of all but one of the reverse-coded

items (2, 3, 4, 8).

To test for discriminant validity, we fitted separate CFA models

for the gameplay and recall groups, each including the items from
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all four constructs (all 11 effectance items, curiosity, mastery, and

enjoyment, as well as the reverse-coding method factor). Rönkkö

and Cho [29] propose that two latent factors can be accepted as

sufficiently distinct when latent factor correlations have a 95% con-

fidence interval upper bound that does not exceed .8. Results in the

recall group supported the discriminant validity of effectance (cu-

riosity: 𝑟 = .19, 95% CI [.05, .34], mastery: 𝑟 = .49[.34, .64], and en-

joyment: 𝑟 = .38[.22, .55]). Results for the gameplay group slightly

exceeded this bound, with effectance correlating strongly with both

mastery (𝑟 = .74, 95% CI [.66, .82]) and enjoyment (𝑟 = .72, 95% CI

[.64, .80]), and moderately with curiosity (𝑟 = .53, 95% CI [.41, .65]).

Put differently, the tested operationalization of effectance is not

sufficiently distinct from mastery and enjoyment in the gameplay

group.

5 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

In sum, our results suggest that the effectance in games scale [19] is

unsuitable for use in its current form. Although reliability was ac-

ceptable, factor analysis results did not support a one-factor model,

and discriminant validity in relation to mastery and enjoyment was

poor among players who had just played a game. In other words,

the effectance scale may measure more than one separable aspect of

player experience, and also cannot be adequately differentiated from

other related, but theoretically distinct, constructs. Consequently,

previous research using this measure should be interpreted with

caution [4, 8, 19, 30, 32, 33, 38, 41, 44, 45].

This finding reinforces the limitations of scale evaluations rely-

ing solely on reliability measures like Cronbach’s alpha [39]. We

found two major sources of multidimensionality that limited the

measure’s validity. First, reverse-coded items were a major source

of misfit that formed their own factor in the recall group: these

issues of reverse-coded items are well-known in psychometrics [12]

but rarely studied in games research.

Second, we found a separable łinput lagž factor in the gameplay

group, which pertains to the delay between making a command

and the game reacting to that command; this may have manifested

as participants played in-browser versions of games that can be

sluggish (and Getting Ogre It is intentionally cumbersome and slow

to control). Input lag is an important issue [22], but to date has

received limited research attention [24]. While this may be a worth-

while topic for future workÐand could potentially be measured by

items 1, 4, and 10 in the effectance scale hereÐinput lag is concep-

tually distinct from effectance, and on the basis of our data, should

not be included in the same construct.

Discriminant validity presents a somewhat more minor issue

of the present scaleÐas applied to a just-played gaming experi-

enced. Theoretically and on face validity, the tested effectance items

are clearly separable from competence and enjoyment. Our data

showed that these were indeed statistically distinct for the game-

play condition, but only somewhat statistically distinct in the recall

condition. We note that scores for all three constructs are heavily

skewed towards the upper end of the scales, especially in the recall

group; it therefore may be the case that ceiling effects inflated the

correlations between factors.

The differences between conditions with regard to both factor

analysis results and discriminant validity also highlight the fact

that players’ responses to a particular state-level construct may be

affected by the recency of that state. Participants less clearly dis-

criminated between related but distinct constructs when recalling a

prior gameplay experience. These results indicate that the relatively

common practice of assessing state-like gameplay experiences in

guided recall may at best not be psychometrically comparable with

just-lived experiences, and at worst may be biased in systematic

ways.

One important limitation is that our scale validation is still incom-

plete, missing major evaluations recommended in best practices,

such as test-retest reliability and criterion validity [3]. Specifically,

we have doubts about the scale’s content validityÐthat is, whether

it actually captures the construct in question. If effectance is the

inherently enjoyable experience of causing effects, it is noticeable

that none of the 11 scale items speak to any positive experience,

and only two speak to the kind and size of effect caused (2, 7). On

face value, the scale seems to conceptualise the responsiveness and

legibility of a game’s interfaceÐin other words, antecedent system

features that are necessary but on their own likely insufficient pre-

conditions for effectance. Future work should consider expert and

target population evaluations of content validity [3].

Should researchers have no other viable alternative and be will-

ing to accept the limitations outlined in this paper, using a subset

of the effectance scale we tested may be tenable. In particular, for

immediate post-play surveys, we can see using items 5, 7, 9, and

11, which would avoid both reverse-coded items and the łinput

lagž factor. Again, we caution that without further tests of content

and criterion validity, it is unclear whether this item set captures

effectance experiences as conceptualised by White or Klimmt, or

antecedent features of interface responsiveness and legibility.

We concur with Klimmt and other researchers that effectance

is a promising construct for understanding molecular, moment-

to-moment user experiences ś not just for games featuring juicy

feedback, but also as part of the interaction aesthetics [23] of in-

teractive systems more generally. Yet given the issues our limited

validation study already found, this promise might be best served

by developing and validating a new scale.
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